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24M MARIAH PRINCESS III

EDUARDO MOLINA 

CAPTAIN

Captain Eduardo Molina is the true definition of a captain with a passion for the sea.  His first 
sailing experience was at only 7 years of age, from that moment on he knew he would spend his 
life on the water.  Originally from Ihabela, a sailing hub in the beautiful southeast coast of Brazil, 
captain Eduardo decided on a global career and, with more than 35,000nm of professionally 
logged experience at only 35 years old, he is a young, energetic, pro-active captain who has 
overseen the construction and delivery of SY Mariah Princess III, and formed a crew that has full 
attention to experience and hospitality, with the most professional attitude, culminating in an 
unforgettable experience for the guests onboard. 

MITCHELL WEBB

MATE/DECK

Originally from New Zealand, “Mitch” wears a constant smile and is always in a good mood! Mitch 
is funny, thoughtful, a terrific guitar player and a 24/7 hardworking chief mate. Attentive to the 
details that keep the yacht at the highest standards, Mitch has a can-do attitude, and is always 
ready to assist the guests to make the most of their time on board. 



24M MARIAH PRINCESS III

RENATO PETRELLA 

CHEF

Chef Renato is originally from Brazil.  Renato has the experience you expect to take care of a 
detailed and well-thought out menu that you expect during a luxury charter.  Not only a very 
talented chef but a keen fisherman, he makes all the meals a delight from the starter to the 
dessert. Renato blends many influences and creates a dining experience to exceed the guests 
tastes, with a harmony of local tradition and international cultures. From Ireland to Spain, from 
Asia to the Amazon, every meal is an experience, not only in traditional recipes but also with his 
own creations. 


